Bonfiglioli New Corporate Website – User-friendly & Easy to navigate

The completely new website provides a better overview and more information


Bonfiglioli’s internet presence is modern and attractive. Its new presence symbolizes the intention of the family-owned company from Bologna to become even more successful in the international market. 

Solutions, contacts and services of the company Business Units- Mobile & Wind Industries, Discrete Manufacturing & Process Industries, Mechatronic & Motion Systems - are easy to find. The focus of the website relaunch was to deliver more intelligent user guidance, improved usability as well as a responsive design.

At www.bonfiglioli.com, users can find almost all-conceivable information about their area of interest or about their specific market. Users are intuitively guided through the attractive website to the required information, where they can find the competent contacts for their specific application question, detailed product information as well as fascinating background information. Try it yourself: A click is enough to find all the contact information for subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives. With just a few more clicks, users can find technical data, download options for catalogs with extensive product information, user manuals and videos as well as important information for just about any product. Bonfiglioli’s high level of competency in technical, customer-specific solutions becomes even more evident through its new internet presence. 

About Bonfiglioli
Bonfiglioli is a worldwide designer, manufacturer and distributor of a complete range of gearmotors, drive systems, planetary gearboxes and inverters, which satisfy the most challenging and demanding needs in industrial automation, mobile machinery and renewable energy. The Group serves more industries and applications than any other drive manufacturer and is a market leader in many sectors. Established in 1956, Bonfiglioli operates worldwide with 21 countries, 14 production facilities, 500 distributors and about 3.700 employees.  
Excellence, innovation and sustainability are the drivers behind our growth as a company and team and represent the guarantee of the product and service quality we offer our clients.
More information is available at www.bonfiglioli.com.
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